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Most recently, a real-life video showing the Surface Duo being used on what appears to be public transportation provides us
with more details .... Video appears showing off the Microsoft Surface Duo being used in public. The video shows games and
apps in single and dual-screen use.. The man used the innovative fold up phone which has not been released to the public yet. He
played a game .... Microsoft is banking on that craze with its new Surface Duo, which was first announced in October but has
yet to be used by the public.. Microsoft Surface Duo video shows the dual-screen phone being used in public. Microsoft Surface
Duo video shows the dual-screen phone being used in public.. The demos were going smoothly during Microsoft's event, but
then there ... Microsoft has edited its footage of the Surface Duo demo fail and reshot it for ... It's a stealthy edit, but it does
give us a first public demo of Android apps on the Duo. ... Terms of Use · Privacy Notice · Cookie Policy · Do not sell my
info .... This game being played is loaded in a letterbox mode, with black bars around the side of the game. Video Thumbnail.
Surface Duo.. Microsoft's upcoming dual-screen Android phone, the Surface Duo, is getting ready for prime time. A couple of
days ago, Israel Rodriguez spotted one in use on .... Microsoft's unreleased folding Surface Duo 'tablet-phone' hybrid is spotted
... Microsoft's Surface Duo was filmed being used on public transport in Canada; The ... Duo is or how they got their hands on
the device, but the video .... Microsoft's Surface Duo, the incoming dual-screen Android phone, has been ... Microsoft Surface
Duo video shows the dual-screen phone being used in public.. Microsoft's upcoming dual-screen Android phone, the Surface
Duo, is getting ready for prime time. A couple of days ago, Israel Rodriguez spotted one in use on Vancouver's SkyTrain,
tweeting an image that shows what appears to be a flash next to the front-facing camera.. Microsoft is taking a big risk with the
Surface Neo and the Surface Duo. ... of technology and video editing eventually gave what the public wanted: a glimpse of the
future. ... The demo, in both cases, showed the gestures that can be used to ... Microsoft has edited its footage of the Surface
Duo demo fail and .... Microsoft Surface Duo video shows the dual-screen phone being used in public ... Here's another sighting
of the foldable phone in public, following ... has been spotted being used on a train in Vancouver, with someone .... Better yet,
Microsoft is embracing Android rather than a mobile version of Windows. ... for the device just yet, but the Surface Duo is
finally being spotted out in public. ... Your browser does not currently recognize any of the video formats available. ... display
can be used for touch screen controls while the upper display shows .... Surface Duo is a new dual-screen device that fits in your
pocket; 2 screens connected by a revolutionary 360° hinge with the best of Microsoft and Android for .... Microsoft Surface
Duo video shows the dual-screen phone being used in public. Microsoft's Surface Duo, the incoming dual-screen Android
phone, has been spotted being used on a train in Vancouver, with someone sharing a video of this very public sighting on
YouTube.. Microsoft Surface Duo video shows the dual-screen phone being used in public. Here's another sighting of the
foldable phone in public, following Microsoft's .... Microsoft's preliminary reveal and teasing of its foldable Surface Neo and
Surface ... was spotted twiddling with a Duo on public transport in Vancouver. We saw it being used in the original teaser video
back in October, with a .... ... was actually seen using Microsoft's Surface Duo on public transit. ... A fellow transit passenger
managed to get the entire thing on video and we have to ... According to Daily Mail, the phone was being used on a
Vancouver .... MICROSOFT'S elusive Surface Duo foldable phone has finally been spotted in ... This video is either unavailable
or not supported in this browser ... The Surface Duo was spotted on public transportCredit: YouTube @IsraelRodriguez ... The
idea is to give customers huge screens to use, while keeping the ... 87b4100051 
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